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This year will be one of many changes at 
Indagare. I started the company eight 
years ago because I was frustrated plan-

ning my own travel. I wanted one resource 
where I could find inspiration—be it an insight-
ful family guide in D.C. or Cambodia or a sexy 
new hotel in Chile or Bhutan—and trusted re-
views and itineraries so I could spend three days 
in Prague or Rome wisely, eating at locals’ fa-
vorite restaurants and seeing special shops and 
exhibits. Much of my most valued travel advice 
came from other picky travelers—my personal 
tripadvisor. There was no Web site or magazine 
that polled such people or consistently targeted 
my interests or kept up to date with the needs of 
a passionate, sophisticated traveler. 

So we created Indagare.com. But our 
members quickly asked that we supplement our 
content with service. They wanted to be able to 
call an expert who could make their reservations 
and map out their journeys. Six years ago we 
added a boutique travel agency composed of a 
team of experts who scout destinations, advise 
members and tailor trip plans for them. The 
negotiating power of our community allowed 
us to secure perks for our members from top 

hotels, so we added a preferred network and 
forged special relationships. After all, if you 
book a suite at the Bristol in Paris, they value 
your business, but we book a hundred suite 
nights a year. As a result, all Indagare members 
are recognized as being part of a network of the 
world’s most influential travelers. They receive 
guaranteed upgrades on their reservations and 
are treated as VIPs. That is the power of collec-
tive bargaining. You may hear of a great guide in 
Amsterdam, but we have found them in Venice, 
Bangkok, Berlin and many other spots. That is 
the power of collective intelligence.

To deliver an even more well-rounded service, 
we have recently added a flight desk dedicated 
to air travel, both commercial and private. 
We have also become an American Express 
affiliate, so all our Centurion and Platinum 
members can secure those benefits and redeem 
Amex points directly with our team, instead of 
having to go through American Express. We 
know that planning travel can be complicated 
and frustrating, and that the end result—your 
precious time off with family or friends—is 
incredibly important. 

Our mission remains the same as when we 
started: to help you make memorable journeys 
full of unforgettable experiences. I also continue 
to believe that members’ opinions form the basis 
for the next generation of travel wisdom. That 
is why in the coming months you are going to 
see more new services and features based on 
your feedback. Thanks for helping us build a 
new way of making travel dreams a reality—and 
keep the suggestions coming.

on my mind

Indagare Innovations
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About	Indagare	
Indagare comes from the 
Latin word that means to 

seek, scout, discover. Indagare 
Travel is a high-end travel company 
with robust online editorial content 
and a boutique in-house travel 
agency. We travel, we write, and we 
plan memorable journeys for our 
members. To learn about our travel 
community, visit www.indagare.com 
or call 212-988-2611. Annual  
membership rates begin at $325.

	Bookings
At Indagare you can 
research ideas for a trip on 

our site and consult with a specialist 
on the phone or by email to create, 
refine or expand your itinerary. Our 
Bookings Team can help you with 
something as simple as a hotel room 
or as complex as creating a multi-
stop itinerary. We also have special 
rates and amenities at hundreds of 
properties. Email bookings@ 
indagare.com or call 212-988-2611.

	Insider	Trips
Insider Trips are special 
journeys designed exclu-

sively for Indagare members. With 
their insider access, mapped-out 
itineraries and exciting immersion in 
far-flung destinations, the trips offer 
members a rich and rewarding way 
to explore the world. Upcoming des-
tinations include Bhutan, Cuba and 
Myanmar. For more information,  
call 646-963-2242 or email  
info@indagare.com.

The World of Indagare
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 Indagare Plus members who book through indagare receive preferential rates and/or 
special amenities at the properties with the indagare plus symbol.
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Indagare 
Adored 2013
Twelve special hotels and resorts around the 
world join the prestigious Indagare Adored 
list, which includes our travel community’s 
most beloved properties.

We launched the Indagare Adored list 
three years ago with ten incredibly 
special properties—places that defy 

categorization but excel at one thing: making 
guests feel transported. This year twelve ad-
dresses made the cut. 

Arizona: Mii Amo
Adored	For:	A sacred, healing spa experience
Ideal for a solo trip or as a visit with friends 
or family, Mii Amo, a luxury resort outside 
Sedona, Arizona, leaves guests effusive—and 
replenished. Mii Amo, which means “journey” 
in a Native American language, focuses on one’s 
personal journey to health and wellness. The 
sixteen spa casitas and suites are decorated with 
a Southwest aesthetic and minimalist furniture 
for a sleek, soothing atmosphere. Spa programs 
last either three, four or seven days, and the 
surrounding red rocks provide ample hiking op-
portunity, so guests can be as sedentary or active 
as they please. Read Indagare’s review.

Mii Amo, Arizona

Chile: Cliffs Preserve
Adored	For: Simple luxury in incredible nature.
Set on six miles of coastal beach and backing on 
temperate rainforest, Cliffs Preserve Patagonia 
is a dream come true for outdoor enthusiasts 
and wildlife lovers, as well as families and 
couples. The hotel has left the surrounding ter-
rain untouched, and guests are encouraged to 
explore the great outdoors on horseback, take a 
boat ride to a sea lion colony, and celebrate the 
rural beauty of coastal Chile through photogra-
phy and culinary tours of the property’s organic 
farm. Should the blustery cliffs turn chilly, en-
suite fireplaces, hot tubs and the serene spa are 
an indulgent remedy. Read more.

India: The Lodhi
Adored	For: A retreat in bustling New Delhi. 
Located in one of Delhi’s greenest neighbor-
hoods (where the Delhi Golf Course is also 
found), the Lodhi exudes serenity. Public spaces 
are at once grand, with huge glass walls over-

http://indagare.com/destinations/155/departments/25#article_12501
http://indagare.com/passions/3/departments/173/13503
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looking water features, and warm, with plush 
seating areas and a hushed ambiance. The pièce 
de résistance is the personal plunge pool that 
comes with each of the forty rooms, along with 
a double chaise longue upholstered in beautiful 
woodblock prints. Also exceptional is a visit to 
the Lodhi spa, each of whose treatment rooms 
has its own shower, steam room, bathtub and 
chaise. Read Indagare’s review.

Lake Como: Villa d’Este
Adored	For:	Understated glamour.
Villa d’Este, on the southwestern edge of Lake 
Como, is revered by Italians and foreigners 
alike for its excellent service, divine views and 
sumptuous accommodations. Built in the 16th 
century for a private family, the villa is sur-
rounded by twenty-five acres of gardens as 
gorgeous—and historic—as the public spaces. 
Meals at Verandah are princely affairs, while the 
more relaxed Grill is a favorite among guests, 
thanks to its alfresco setting on the lake.  
Read Indagare’s review.

Mexico: ONE & ONLY PALMILLA
Adored	For: A mix of glamour and laid-back.
Part family-friendly retreat, part adult play-
ground, the One & Only Palmilla maintains 
a balance between casual and chic, mostly 
thanks to the welcoming and caring staff. The 

twenty-five lushly planted acres contain lavish 
guest suites with breathtaking views of the Sea 
of Cortez. Two notable stars: the extravagant 
four-bedroom Villa Cortez and famed chef 
Jean-Georges Vongerichten, who oversees all of 
the property’s dining options. Read Indagare’s 
review.

Mozambique: Vamizi Island Lodge
Adored	For:	A remote pristine getaway.
About seven miles long and a fraction of that 
wide, Vamizi Island, off the coast of Mozam-
bique, offers a cozy hotel, soft white beaches 
scattered with turtle nests and only the freshest 
fish to eat. But the focus here is on the sand, the 
sea and the creatures that live in the clear blue 
waters; the snorkeling and scuba diving in this 
area are world-renowned. 

New York City: The Lowell Hotel
Adored	For: Discreet luxury.
If you want to live like a local on the Upper East 
Side, check in to this welcoming hotel on East 
63rd Street. With excellent service (the con-
cierge can arrange for theater tickets and baby-
sitters) and tasteful upscale interiors featuring 
muted color schemes and mahogany furniture, 
the Lowell will make even the most footloose 
traveler feel at home. Read Indagare’s review.

We Know More: Our small, personal team is 
constantly traveling, scouting the most relevant, 
unique and up-to-date recommendations. 

We Think More: We are frequent travelers 
(see page 16), and we pool our knowledge and 
members’ feedback to tweak the big and small 
details of your trip.

We Care More: We believe that there’s no 
such thing as a “best” hotel or destination, and 
no two journeys should be the same. We cus-
tomize all your trips based on your preferences.

We Do More: Think of us as your advocates 

who go above and beyond to make sure that 
each trip is packed with memorable experi-
ences and special touches.

We Get More: We are preferred partners of 
Four Seasons, Orient Express, Rocco Forte 
and many other luxury partners, so we can 
secure special rates and amenities at hundreds 
of properties worldwide, including many of the 
Indagare Adored hotels.

There is no bookings fee for Indagare members. 
Contact our Bookings Team for more informa-
tion and to reserve. Call 212-988-2611 or email 
bookings@indagare.com.

Book My Trip: The Indagare Advantage

http://indagare.com/destinations/123/departments/25#article_5211
http://indagare.com/destinations/221/departments/33#article_13702
http://indagare.com/destinations/139/departments/33#article_6711
http://indagare.com/destinations/139/departments/33#article_6711
http://indagare.com/destinations/12/departments/26#article_846
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New Zealand: Kauri Cliffs
Adored	For: Unforgettable views and top golf.
The cottages at Kauri Cliffs comprise two suites, 
each consisting of a small entryway leading to a 
large bedroom with a fireplace and sitting area 
that opens onto a private porch looking over 
the gleaming Pacific. Those views were what 
prompted Julian Robertson Jr. and his wife to 
snatch up this stretch of land along the New 
Zealand coastline in 1995. When Robertson, an 
avid golfer, first saw the 4,000-acre farm and 
the way it hugged the cliff, he thought it cried 
out for a golf course, and the luxurious lodge 
soon followed. Golfers from around the world 
have flocked to the Dave Harman–designed 
championship course since it opened, but even 
nongolfers enjoy the cozy living quarters and 
abundant activities. Read Indagare’s review.

Seychelles: North Island
Adored	For:	Romantic, barefoot luxury.
North Island blends seamlessly into the 

unspoiled landscape of the Seychelles (the 
country’s slogan is “as pure as it gets”), provid-
ing the ultimate tropical escape for guests. The 
eleven guest villas, all roughly 5,000 square feet 
in area and built by Seychellois craftsman from 
local wood, stone and thatching, are set on stilts, 
making them delightfully breezy. Couples will 
appreciate the emphasis on privacy; guests can 
pull a rope across their villa entrance for peace 
and quiet. Equipment is available for biking, 
hiking, kayaking and snorkeling, and divers can 
explore part of the world’s longest coral reef 
whose abundance of marine life has earned it 
the nickname of the Galapagos of the Indian 
Ocean. Read Indagare’s review.

South Africa: Royal Malewane
Adored	For: A lavish safari experience.
Royal Malewane is a jewel of a property in 
Thornybush, a private game reserve in Kruger 
National Park, which means that off-roading is 
allowed and wildlife is plentiful. Composed of 

http://indagare.com/destinations/21/departments/25#article_685
http://indagare.com/destinations/135/departments/33#article_8100
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Clockwise from below: North Island; Tswalu; Lowell; Royal Malewane; 
One & Only Palmilla; Blackberry Farm; Kauri Cliffs; Cliff’s Preserve Lodhi

a main lodge comprising nine suites and Africa 
House, a private six-bedroom villa, the property 
is full of personality and supremely pampering. 
The staff seems to intuit your every desire: hot-
water bottles and fleece blankets appear in the 
Land Rovers on chilly mornings, and unending 
delicious snacks flow from the kitchen. Read 
Indagare’s review.

South Africa: Tswalu Kalahari
Adored	For: A tailor-made safari getaway.
Nicky and Strilli Oppenheimer’s 13-suite lodge, 
Tswalu Kalahari, meaning “new beginning,” 
exists “to restore the Kalahari to itself.” Because 
of the family’s trailblazing conservation efforts, 
visitors to the luxurious designer property are 
free to explore and admire this precious corner 
of the Kalahari Desert, with its black desert 
rhino herds, 380,000-year-old cave drawings, 
meerkat and aardvark colonies and dramatic 
Korannaberg Mountains. Unlike at most lodges, 
guests set their own schedule, so a predawn 

game drive can be swapped for a Champagne 
breakfast in bed or a spa treatment. The Op-
penheimers’ own five-suite lodge, flanked by 
two mountains, is available to rent, as is the very 
special sleep-out deck, for slumbering under the 
stars. Read Indagare’s review.

Tennessee: Blackberry Farm
Adored	For:	The perfect culinary weekend.
This fabled farmstead retreat in Walland, Ten-
nessee, lures laureled chefs and enlightened 
bons vivants, many of whom return year after 
year to partake in a wholesome hedonism with 
deep southern roots. Free time can be filled 
with private whiskey tastings, spa treatments 
and many outdoor pursuits, from foxhunting 
to fly-fishing. By the end of a stay, guests may 
be persuaded that Blackberry Farm is not just a 
relic of an irretrievable past but an intoxicating 
declaration that our relationship with the land 
can be reclaimed. Read Indagare’s review.
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http://indagare.com/passions/8/departments/172/11377
http://indagare.com/passions/8/departments/172/11377
http://indagare.com/destinations/158/departments/25#article_12948
http://indagare.com/passions/4/departments/172/14035
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14 Days in Japan
From Tokyo’s electric cityscape and Kyoto’s ancient 
temples and Zen gardens to a surreal island filled 
with modern art, Japan is a fascinating destination. 
Janine Yu maps out the perfect itinerary. 

Japan can be a difficult 
place to penetrate, and 
two weeks is not enough 

to fully understand the com-
plexities of this former hermit 
kingdom. Done correctly, how-
ever, a fortnight can provide a 
revelatory introduction. Japan 
is ideal for anyone who wants 
to become immersed in a 
culture, and many subcultures, 
of endless contradictions. Few 
places in the world possess 
such a distinct character,  one 
that is as diverse as it is re-
warding—if approached with 
the right itinerary.

Days 1–4: Tokyo
Tokyo is one of those cities 
where access—through a well-
connected local—can make the 
difference between a run-of-
the-mill tour and an authentic 

adventure through hidden al-
leys lined by sushi bars, noodle 
joints and jazz clubs. Tokyo 
takes everything to extremes, 
whether it’s the perfect coffee 
distillation (twenty minutes 
for a cup at a reservations-only 
café), Harajuku teenagers’ 
eye-catching outfits, or the 
metropolis’s blinding spectacle 
of light and glass.

Revel in the newness and 
strangeness of Tokyo, but don’t 
forget its centuries-old tradi-
tions, woven seamlessly into 
the fabric of its cutting-edge 
exterior. Visit the Imperial 
Palace, the Tsujiki fish market, 
the sumo stables (if the wres-
tlers are in session) and the 
Meiji Shrine. If you have time, 
take a day trip to Kamakura, 
a scenic seaside town with a 
giant Buddha.

Days 5–6: Hakone
Drive ninety minutes south-
west from Tokyo, and stay a 
night or two at Gora Kadan, 
one of Japan’s best ryokans, 
whose views of nearby Mt. Fuji 
are incomparable. Board the 
Hakone Ropeway cable car 
for a bird’s-eye view of Lake 
Ashi, and explore the Open Air 
Museum, a sculpture park con-
taining works by such modern 
masters as Rodin and Miró. 
End the day in the onsen, or 
hot springs, a true—and truly 
relaxing—Japanese tradition.
Indagare Tip: If you can 
splurge only once on this trip, 
do it here, and book a room 
with an outdoor bath; the 
standard rooms are a tad dis-
appointing, since you’ve come 
so far for the full ryokan and 
onsen experience.
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Days 7–10: Kyoto
No trip to Japan is complete 
without visiting Kyoto, the 
country’s cultural heart. The 
city is the antithesis of Tokyo, 
revealing a slower, gentler side 
of Japan, steeped in ancient 
tradition and full of his-
toric sights. Once the imperial 
capital, Kyoto is replete with 
temples, Zen gardens and all 
manner of craft houses and 
workshops where one can 
experience the “real Japan” 
through a tea ceremony or a 
sword-fighting demonstration.

If you are traveling during 
cherry blossom season (mid-
March to mid-April), a savvy 
guide is essential if you wish to 
visit Kyoto’s must-see sights, 
such as Kinkaku-ji (the Golden 
Pavilion), Kinkaku-ji (the 
Silver Pavilion) and Fushimi 

Inari (a Shinto shrine), when 
they are least crowded.

Day 11: Hiroshima
From Kyoto take a bullet train 
to Hiroshima. Few sites are 
more sobering than the Peace 
Memorial Park here. A visit 
to the first atomic explosion’s 
ground zero is a moving and 
necessary experience, one not 
to be skipped. If you can spend 
two nights here, consider 
staying at a ryokan in nearby 
Miyajima Island.  

Days 12–14: Naoshima
From Hiroshima, it is an easy 
train ride and ferry connection 
to Naoshima, in the Seto In-
land Sea, an art lover’s dream. 
the island is home to notable 
museums and galleries, includ-
ing the Tadao Ando–designed 

Chichu Art Museum. But 
you don’t have to be mu-
seum aficionado to appreciate 
Naoshima’s charms. Go see 
the giant dotted pumpkin 
sculpture, by celebrated artist 
Yayoi Kusama, set at the end 
of a pier, or visit the traditional 
houses that have been con-
verted into art projects. 

End your Japan sojourn at 
the unusual Benesse House, 
a boutique hotel set inside a 
contemporary-art museum. 
Wander the galleries at night, 
and experience works by 
Jasper Johns and Jackson 
Pollock up close, in your 
pajamas. From Naoshima, take 
a ferry to either Takamatsu 
or Okayama, and connect by 
train or domestic flight to your 
international flight back home, 
from either Osaka or Tokyo.

Clockwise from top: sushi 
at the Palace Hotel; artwork 
on Naoshima; the Palace’s 
lobby; a Naoshima sunset
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looking forward

Isolation Travel
Why—and where—Indgare founder Melissa Biggs 
Bradley dreams of getting away from it all. 

As I have spoken to 
travelers, seen where 
inspired hoteliers are 

opening and thought about 
where I am interested in going 
this year, I have noticed that 
getting off the grid and into 
the wild and remote is growing 
in appeal. 

I think it is because technol-
ogy has allowed us—and now 
demands us—to be plugged 
in and turned on every wak-
ing minute. On those rare 
occasions when I have no cell 
service (whether it’s in a place 
like Cuba or Myanmar or 
Montana) I return to a less dis-
tracted and more present state 
of being. Getting to share that 
with friends and family is my 
hope for this coming year and 
here are some of the new spots 
that I think are ideally suited 
for indulging in isolation. 

Sweden 
For more than a century, 
Swedes have escaped to the 
mountains for fresh air and 
solitude. Entrepreneur Lars 
Bertmar has added serious 
modern comforts to a historic 
mountain retreat, so guests at 
Fjallnas now stay in folk-farm 
style buildings with wifi and 
heated floors. Depending on 
the season (here they count 
eight, including Crusty Snow 
and Eternal Sun), days can be 
spent on hikes, cross-country 
skis or in the spa but always 
with a focus on nature. 

Chile
Until recently, adventure trav-
elers were most familiar with 
Argentinia’s Patagonia, with 
its lunar-like landscapes and  
theatrical Perito Moreno gla-
cier. On my next trip, however, 

I would like to visit the smaller 
Chilean side, now home of a 
handful of incredible lodges. 
Top of my list of places to stay 
is Awasi, one of Patagonia’s 
most celebrated arrivals, with 
just twelve spacious villas. 
Each comes with a private 
guide and 4×4 for excursions 
in the park. Other highlights of 
Chilean Patagonia include the 
picturesque Paine Massif and 
Glacier Grey, numerous glacial 
lakes and wildlife, including 
condors, guanaco and puma. 
It’s an absolute must-visit 
destination for photographers 
and naturalists. 

Tanzania 
Two longtime Tanzania wild-
life lovers have expanded their 
offerings in the wild this year. 
Legendary, the outfit run by 
billionaire conservationist Dan 
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Friedkin, has added a lodge 
near Ndutu called Mwiba. Its 
resemblance to some of the 
Singita properties is no coin-
cidence, as ex-Singita staffers 
were involved in its creation. 
And within driving distance, 
Chem Chem has added 
another tented camp called 
Little Chem Chem with access 
to incredible game viewing in 
Tarangire. Both are lodges I 
hope to visit this year.

Jordan 
Camp out in Wadi Rum where 
Lawrence of Arabia was based. 
A new luxury tented camp has 
just opened so you can enjoy 
the desert remoteness but with 
hot showers and copper basins 
in the bathrooms. Spend the 
days hiking, dune surfing or 
exploring by camel, 4x4, hot 
air balloon or hang glider. In 

the evenings dine in a Bedouin 
tent by lantern and star light. 

Norway
From an icebound ship 
turned into a hotel, you can 
explore the pristine Arctic. 
Just reaching the basecamp 
is an adventure as you set 
out from a trapper’s cabin on 
snowmobiles to travel across 
frozen valleys. Stay in berths 
on the ship for one night and 
explore glaciers or sign up for 
a small boat cruise to set out to 
photograph polar bears. Or for 
those who are less interested in 
snow, book a lighthouse room 
for the night. 

South East Asia
Parts of South East Asia have 
seen massive tourism develop-
ment in the past decade, but 
board a classic sailing vessel 

and head out into the distant 
islands of Indonesia like 
Sumba and Sawu or the little 
explored coast of Myanmar 
and you can find pristine 
beaches, jungles filled with 
wildlife and glorious time away 
from civilization. When Gwyn-
eth Paltrow took her family 
on such a cruise last year, she 
declared, “a dream of mine 
came true when I traveled to 
Indonesia for the first time…
Never did I imagine that we 
would run our hands through 
the dark ocean at night and 
watch it light up with phos-
phorous, see a Komodo dragon 
in the wild, swim over a mas-
sive sea turtle, or be taught to 
make native dishes in situ.”

For help planning your next itinerary 
focused on getting away from the 
crowds, contact Indagare’s Bookings 
Team, call 212-988-2611 or email  
bookings@indagare.com..

Clockwise from below: a bonfire and room 
at Mwiba Tented Camp; Awasi in Patagonia; 
Amanikan cruising in Indonesia
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12 Days in New Zealand
Indagare’s Eliza Harris highlights why the long journey to get there is  
absolutely worth it for the country’s incredible nature and culinary offerings.

From top: Kauri Cliffs; a bedroon at Cape Kid-
nappers; Matakauri Lodge; Huka Lodge
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For people who love natu-
ral beauty, New Zealand 
delivers the ultimate 

wow factor. It is an unspoiled 
jewel of a country with a wide 
variety of dramatic scenery, 
including alpine lakes, fields 
of wildflowers and snow-
capped mountains. Whatever 
your time frame, you should 
try to hit both the North and 
South Islands, because the 
landscapes are very different. 
The good news is that the 
country is small, so it’s easy to 
get around. New Zealand is 
known for its handful of “super 
lodges,” which are expensive 
but worth the cost because 
they deliver a superlative expe-
rience. We recommend three 
nights per property.

North Island
A great place to start any trip 
to New Zealand is Kauri Cliffs 
lodge, in the Bay of Islands 
on the North Island. Owned 
by the Robertson family, 
the property contains three 
beaches and one of the world’s 
top-ranked golf courses. Do 
a boat excursion through the 
Bay of Islands, devoting some 
time to kayaking and snorkel-
ing, or go quad biking on 90 
Mile Beach. Afterward take a 
privately guided hike among 
giant kauri trees in the ancient 
Puketi Rainforest. If you are 
a fly-fisher, you will want to 

spend a few nights at Huka 
Lodge, on the banks of the 
emerald green Waikato River 
in Taupo. Huka was the first 
of New Zealand’s super lodges 
and is still one of the best, with 
exquisite food and top-notch 
service. Indagare will arrange 
a wonderful fly-fishing guide 
who knows all the secret spots 
on the river. You can also  
take a white-water rafting  
trip or see the geysers in Ro-
torua’s multicolored geother-
mal parks.

Just a two-hour drive away, 
in Hawke’s Bay, is the Farm 
at Cape Kidnappers, set on 
a 6,000-acre working sheep 
station. Take quad bikes out to 
explore the surreal landscape, 
with its undulating hills and 
distant cliffs that plunge down 
to the ocean, play golf on the 
property’s world-class course 
or venture out with the on-site 
biologist to track baby kiwis in 
the bird sanctuary. 

South Island
The South Island has fewer 
cities and more wilderness 
than the North Island. Foodies 
will not want to miss Otahuna, 
a gracious country house re-
treat near Christchurch. With 
just seven suites, the historic 
Victorian mansion feels very 
much like a private home. 
The chef, Jimmy McIntyre, is 
exceptional. One reason ev-

erything is so delicious is that 
many of the ingredients come 
from the orchard and potager 
behind the lodge, where the 
staff grows more than 120 
varieties of fruits, vegetables, 
nuts and mushrooms, includ-
ing heirloom tomatoes, Kaffir 
limes, mulberries and porcini. 
The staff is very attentive, and 
guests feel spoiled. 

The area around Queen-
stown is utterly spectacular 
and an absolute must for an 
itinerary of any length; I rec-
ommend at least four nights. 
There are several wonderful 
hotel options, depending on 
how close to town you want to 
be. Eichardt’s is located right 
in town, within walking dis-
tance of all the shops and res-
taurants. Matakauri is on the 
lakeshore just outside town, so 
it has a nice balance of proxim-
ity and views. Blanket Bay is 
farther away (a forty-five-min-
ute drive) but offers one of the 
most breathtaking lakeshore 
settings you will ever find, as 
well as access to such hiking 
as the famous Routeburn 
Track. The adventurous will 
find plenty of high-adrenalin 
activities in the area. Wherever 
you end up staying, you will 
want to take a Milford Sound 
helicopter excursion with a 
glacier landing in the Southern 
Alps—the perfect ending to an 
unforgettable trip.

http://indagare.com/destinations/21/departments/25#article_685
http://indagare.com/destinations/21/departments/25#article_13879
http://indagare.com/destinations/21/departments/25#article_13879
http://indagare.com/destinations/21/departments/25#article_4438
http://indagare.com/destinations/21/departments/25#article_4438
http://indagare.com/destinations/21/departments/25#article_13930
http://indagare.com/passions/3/departments/171/8628
http://indagare.com/destinations/21/departments/25#article_13931
http://indagare.com/destinations/21/departments/25#article_686
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best newcomers

Best Newcomers 2013
These hotels around the world—some local, others 
in faraway, exotic destinations—caught our eye this 
year with their luxurious design, sublime service and 
distinct sense of place.

Clockwise from top right: Singita 
Mara River Camp; Palace Hotel; 
Uma Panakha; Four Seasons 
St. Petersburg; Dedon Island; 
Ritz-Carlton Dorado Beach; Alpina 
Gstaad; Uma Panakha
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Far-Flung Destinations
These days, it seems that the best way to 
reconnect with loved ones is to disconnect 
from home, and couples and families alike 
are traveling great distances to create shared 
memories. The Singita Mara River, Singita’s 
latest property, is a semipermanent camp with a 
hipster-meets-Hemingway vibe. Situated on the 
banks of Tanzania’s Mara River, it comprises six 
stylish tents offering solar power and access to 
the Great Migration in June, July and August.

Uma by COMO, Punakha, located in one 
of Bhutan’s most sacred valleys, has just eleven 
rooms, all affording  spectacular views of the Mo 
Chu River as it snakes between rice terraces and 
vibrant emerald hills. Guests can relax in the 
holistic spa, set in nearby woodlands, and par-
take in such activities as photography classes, 
biking, white-water rafting and yoga. Dining 
options offer dishes using seasonal, local prod-
ucts and include healthy choices in traditional 
COMO style. Visitors typically add two nights 
here before or after four or five nights at the 
Uma Paro property three hours away.

Set across from and with views of the Impe-
rial Palace Gardens, the Palace Hotel Tokyo 
features a decor that emphasizes earthy tones, 
to set off the natural setting. Japanese owned 
and managed, the property reveals a patriotic 
bent in its Imbari towels, Maruyama Nori teas, 
Nara-style handmade teacups and a Shinto 
shrine on property. The hotel is also home to 
Japan’s first Evian Spa and some of the city’s 
best haute dining options, including Wadakura, 
headed by a two-Michelin-starred chef.

Ultra-Pampering Resorts
Top resorts are constantly trying to outdo one 
another in the special experiences they can 
offer guests. Set in the Philippines archipelago, 
Dedon Island is a true retreat, encircled by 

mangrove trees, secluded beaches and coconut 
palms. It is built of sustainable, organic materi-
als to blend seamlessly into its surroundings. 
Aiming to help visitors reconnect with their 
loved ones, themselves and the great outdoors, 
the property offers such diversions as sailing, 
deep-sea fishing, cooking classes for kids, snor-
keling and waterskiing.

An Indagare member and her family praised 
Puerto Rico’s Ritz Carlton Dorado Beach for 
its stylish rooms, expert surfing instructions, 
kid-friendly atmosphere and excellent cuisine. 
She says, “They’ve thought of everything. The 
resort has a perfect balance of excellent service, 
beautiful surroundings, world-class accom-
modations and lots of fun activities for a family 
or a romantic get-away. . . . All that and a direct 
flight and no customs—we can’t wait to go back 
for another long weekend.”

The first new luxury hotel to open in Gstaad, 
Switzerland, in a century, the Alpina blends 
state-of-the-art amenities with creature com-
forts. The result is  a relaxed but chic Alpine 
Modern style that manages to be lavish but 
never garish, with many handsome decorative 
elements featuring locally sourced materials, 
including leather, limestone, salvaged wood, 
crystal, and woolen fabrics. The acclaimed Six 
Senses Spa is a cavernous but tranquil oasis 
offering such amenities as a salt room, juice bar 
and oxygen facials.

European Hotels for the Design Savvy
Amsterdam’s new Conservatorium Hotel 
has managed to cultivate (and maintain) a hip 
clientele and scene while still boasting some of 
the city’s best service and accommodations. The 
property, occupying a former music conserva-
tory, has retained the grand staircases, gor-
geous tile work and soaring ceilings of the late 
19th-century structure, but the interiors are c
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completely modern. The 129 rooms and suites 
have the feel of urban lofts, with platform beds, 
Eames-inspired chairs and low, streamlined 
sofas. As an added bonus, the hotel sits in the 
middle of the museum district, across from the 
Stedelijk and Van Gogh and just down the street 
from the Rijksmuseum. 

The intimate Das Stue, located in a 1930s 
building, is great for return visitors to the Ger-
man urban hub, as well for as those traveling 
with kids—West Berlin’s massive Tiergarten 
park, which contains the city’s zoo, is across the 
street. A member of Design Hotels, the property 
has sleek interiors accented with black-and-
white photography, bursts of color and cool 
objets, like the alligator skull that greets arrivals 
in the lobby. Michelin-lauded Catalan chef Paco 
Pérez oversees Das Stue’s restaurant, with its 

Mediterranean-influenced menu. The dining 
room has a stylish open kitchen and gleaming 
copper pans hung artfully above the diners. 

You’d be forgiven for confusing the new-
est St. Petersburg luxury hotel with one of the 
city’s imperial residences. The Four Seasons 
Lion Palace is housed on St. Isaac’s Square in 
an extraordinarily beautiful early-19th century 
building that has been painstakingly renovated 
to its former glory. Equipped with all the mod-
ern comfort and ideally located, this has become 
the city’s undisputed top hotel since opening 
last year. Refined, delicious fare is available at 
the property’s many restaurants, which include 
the Italian Percorso and pan-Asian Sintoho. The 
magnificent four-story spa contains a banya 
(Russian bath) and a fitness room with an eight-
foot-long chandelier.

newcomers
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Indagare has long been a fan of the J.K. Place 
properties in Capri and Florence, and the newly 
opened J.K. Place Rome has not disappointed. 
With only thirty rooms, decorated in a mix 
of contemporary and antique styles, includ-
ing touches like teal velvet couches, the hotel 
manages to blend a masculine ambience with 
Italian chic. The location—just minutes from 
the Spanish Steps and Via Condotti—will appeal 
to those hoping to mix shopping with sightsee-
ing, and the rooftop garden bar and J.K. Café 
provide relaxed refreshment opportunities day 
and night. 

Urban U.S. Hot Spots
Although Indagare wholeheartedly supports 
planning and taking once-in-a-lifetime jour-
neys, quick weekend getaways to American 

cities can offer wonderful short adventures. 
In an exciting development, one of the most 
charming Washington, D.C., neighborhoods 
this year saw the opening of the forty-four-room 
Capella Georgetown, on the C&O Canal. Each 
room is decorated differently, with contempo-
rary art, metallic tones, floor-to-ceiling windows 
and modern furniture. The effect is that of 
staying in someone’s extremely chic home. The 
rooftop pool and bar, popular both with families 
and those traveling alone, affords views of the 
Potomac, the Washington Monument and the 
Kennedy Center. As expected from a brand like 
Capella, the hotel offers exceptional concierge 
access and personal assistants who cater to 
every whim.

The Old West has made a stylish comeback at 
Aspen’s Hotel Jerome. The 125-year-old hotel, 
built during the city’s silver boom, was given 
a makeover by Auberge Resorts and has been 
getting rave reviews with its contemporary take 
on traditional Western style. Although it offers 
modern technology and comforts in the form 
of plasma TVs, iPod docks and complimentary 
iPads in every room, the vibe is decidedly Old 
World, and the accommodations remain huge, 
with the smallest measuring more than 500 
square feet. The two restaurants, Prospect and 
the Living Room, have become hot spots in a 
town that offers world-class dining.

The new Zero George hotel exudes Charles-
ton charm. Set in the residential Ansonborough 
district, within walking distance of the town’s 
best restaurants, sights and shopping, the prop-
erty allows guests to experience life as refined 
Southerners do. Each of the eighteen rooms is 
unique in decor, but all feature hardwood floors, 
high ceilings and comfortable modern furnish-
ings. The concierge excels at arranging special 
experiences like sunset sails, walking tours and 
cooking classes.

Clockwise from top left: J.K. Place Rome; Hotel Jerome; Conserva-
torium Amsterdam; Das Stue; Capella Georgetown; Zero George
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itinerary

12 Days in Peru
Barkley Hickox maps out an itinerary in an 
astonishingly beautiful and welcoming place, where 
relics of the Inca civilization survive side by side with 
examples of Spain’s colonial legacy. 

A bit like Bali or Morocco 
thirty years ago, Peru 
still feels raw and un-

discovered despite its incred-
ible historical and geographi-
cal treasures. Now is a perfect 
time to visit, with enough 
creature comforts on offer that 
an adventurous traveler need 
sacrifice nothing in the way of 
good food and shopping but 
can revel in visiting before the 
crowds arrive.

Days 1–2: Lima
Freshen up after your early-
morning arrival in Lima, and 
head straight to a gastronomic 
tour of this South American 
culinary mecca. A master chef 
picks you up at your hotel and 

takes you to the Surquillo 
market to learn about the 
origins of Peruvian food and 
the country’s local produce. 
Afterward, it’s on to the chef ’s 
kitchen to learn from the 
master himself  how to prepare 
and enjoy a variety of Peruvian 
dishes, like a variety of ceviche 
and Lomo Saltado (beef sau-
téed with onions). 

After lunch, visit the historic 
center of Lima, composed 
of the San Martin Square, 
Aliaga House, Plaza de 
Armas and San Francisco 
Church. Then amble through 
the upscale neighborhood of 
San Isidro and the coastal 
district of Miraflores to 
enjoy panoramic views of the 

Pacific; adventure seekers can 
paraglide over its magnificent 
beaches. In the evening, dine 
on Mediterranean-Peruvian 
fusion cuisine in the cool Bar-
ranco district. 

Days 2–6: Sacred Valley 
& Machu Picchu
Fly from Lima (sea level) to 
Cusco (12,000 feet above), and 
begin your journey to Machu 
Picchu by descending im-
mediately to the Sacred Valley. 
Adjust to the altitude in the 
ancient land of the Incas. The 
Sacred Valley, with its moun-
tain vistas and picturesque 
villages, affords a great oppor-
tunity to explore Incan ruins, 
visit local artisan markets and, 
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if you choose, do some hiking, 
mountain biking, horseback 
riding, ATVing or kayaking on 
the mighty Urubamba River. 
Tour the main Incan sites of 
Pisac, Moray and Ollantayt-
ambo as a warm up to viewing 
the majestic citadel of Machu 
Picchu. Dine at local haunt 
Hacienda Huayaccari or El 
Huacatay, soaking up the 
Andean culture and cuisine.

Rise early and either take 
the train all the way to Aguas 
Calientes or disembark early 
and hike the end of the Inka 
Trail to Machu Picchu, arriv-
ing at the Sun Gate in the late 
afternoon (this option must 
be booked several months in 
advance). Explore the citadel 

with one of our specialist 
guides, and stay after the 
crowds have left to watch the 
sun set behind the mountains. 

Wake up at dawn to take 
sunrise photos of the site, and 
climb Wayna Picchu (suitable 
for moderate to advanced hik-
ers) for even more spectacular 
views of Machu Picchu and the 
Andes. Have lunch and contin-
ue hiking before meeting the 
famous Hiram Bingham train 
and riding back to Cusco.

Days 6–9: Cusco City
On your first morning in Cusco 
City, take a private walking 
tour inside the historic Incan 
walls, focusing on the Plaza de 
Armas and main Cathedral. 

Make your way to the charm-
ing San Blas neighborhood 
and on to the Pre-Columbian 
Art Museum, where 450 
Incan ceramic and metal 
works as well as jewelry are on 
display. Stop for lunch at Inka 
Grill or Limo, which offer 
views over the main square. 
Explore the outskirts of the 
city, including the Incan walled 
complex of Sacsayhuaman, 
the pink rocks of Puca Pucara, 
Quenko and Tambomachay, 
commonly referred to as the 
Incan baths. Dine at one of 
Cusco’s many hotspots, such as 
Cicciolina or MAP Café. 

Days 9–12: Amazon
Families interested in a 
change of pace and scenery 
should consider a boat trip 
down the Peruvian Amazon, 
easily combinable with a trip 
to Machu Picchu and Cusco. 
Fly from Lima to Iquitos and 
embark on a three-, four- or 
seven- night journey abound-
ing with activities. Depending 
on the season, your schedule 
may include piranha fishing; 
pink dolphin, monkey and/or 
bird expeditions; local school 
visits; and nature walks. 

Indagare members can contact the 
Bookings Team for help mapping 
out any of the itineraries featured in 
this magazine, as well as many more 
customized journeys around the 
world: 212-988-2611. 

Clockwise from left: Ma-
chu Picchu; Monasterio; 
Sanctuary Lodge; Limo 
restaurant; knitted hats
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IndagareTravels
Our team of travel experts shares travel tips, insider favorites and its 
most memorable experiences from 2013.

Monique Brendel
Most Memorable Foodie Moment of 2013: The “Double Down” at Joe 
Beef, in Montreal: two foie gras filets breaded in potato chips, then fried 
and served sandwich style, drizzed with salt-and-pepper maple syrup.
Best Weekend Getaway: Tulum, Mexico, for a long weekend of relax-
ing at the beach and catching up on reading a good book. It’s heaven.
Topping my Ultimate Travel Wish List: Dos Lagos, Portugal.

Tulum

staff travels
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Sasha Feldman
Most Memorable Foodie Mo-
ment of 2013: L’Oasis in the 
South of France
Topping my Ultimate Travel 
Wish List: Namibia
Favorite Long Weekend 
Spot: Sonoma/Napa

Catie Harte
Favorite Long Weekend 
Spot: New Orleans for culture, 
cuisine and music
If I didn’t live in New York, I 
would live: In Hong Kong. It is 
an exciting, modern city with a 
good mix of urban and outdoor 
activities, a solid group of 
American expats and some of 
the best cuisine in the world. 
Favorite Museum: Washing-
ton D.C’s Newseum

Alex Erdman
Life-changing Experience of 
2013: The breathtaking beauty 
of the Chilean Patagonia
Item I Never Travel Without: 
Cashmere blanket and Muji 
neck pillow
Favorite Destination for 
Adventure: Rwanda

Emma Pierce
NYC Insider Secret: Victory Garden, a tiny West 
Village spot with delicious goat’s milk frozen yogurt 
Most Memorable Moment of 2013: Hiking Mount 
Vesuvius. Though highly improbable, the threat of 
eruption keeps you on your toes!
Best View: Il San Pietro  
overlooking the Amalfi Coast and Positano

Eliza Harris
Most Memorable Moment of 
2013: Finally visiting New Zea-
land; everything exceeded my 
expectations: the spectacular 
landscape, the intimate lodges, 
the friendliness of the locals. It is 
an unspoiled jewel of a country, 
and I cannot wait to go back. 
Favorite Book/Destination 
Duo: West with the Night, 
Africa. 
Favorite City in the U.S.:  
New York and San Francisco

Jordan

Thailand
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staff travels

Allison Reiber
Most Memorable Travel 
Experience of 2013: Winding 
my way through the streets of 
Kolkata with my camera.
Favorite Long Weekend 
Spot: Hudson Valley
Favorite Museum: Musée 
Marc Chagall, Nice

John Cantrell
Most Memorable Foodie 
Moment of 2013: Dining at the 
new Nobu at the Four Seasons 
Manele Bay, Hawaii
Most Memorable Moment 
of 2013: Visting Hawaii. I was 
worried too much of paradise 
would have been lost, but La-
nai, with 90,000 acres and only 
3,000 residents, was beautiful 
and authentic.
Travel Lifesaver: Global 
Entry—getting through customs 
has never been so easy!

Brooke Pearson 
Lavery
Life-changing Experience of 
2013: My honeymoon in South 
Africa. Spotting exotic animals 
on safari was romantic, exhilarat-
ing and completely magical. 
Favorite Book/Destina-
tion Duo: The Glass Palace, 
Myanmar. Everyone says to get 
to Myanmar before it changes, 
but it’s a country that deserves a 
chance to change.

India

South Africa
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Amelia Osborne
Most Overwhelming Experience of 2013: Feeling dwarfed by 
St. Petersburg’s majestic buildings, like St. Isaac’s Cathedral
Favorite Destination for Adventure: Mashpi Lodge, Ecuador
Favorite Long Weekend Spot: Wentworth Mansion, Charleston  

Ashton Keefe
Favorite Long Weekend 
Spot: Blackberry Farm,  
Tennessee
NYC Insider Secret: Solo 
women drink free at Balthazar, 
and February is hot chocolate 
month at City Bakery!
If I didn’t live in New York, I 
would live: In San Francisco 
or London

Lizzie McGirr
Item I Never Travel Without: 
My sneakers. One of the best 
ways to discover a city is by 
running through it.
Top of My Travel Wish List: 
An adventure through Africa
Favorite Museum: 
Morgan Library in New York

Janine Yu
Most Memorable Moment of 
2013: New Year’s Eve dinner at 
Mr & Mrs. Bund in Shanghai
If I didn’t live in New York, I 
would live: In Palawan,  
Philippines
Top of My Travel Wish List: 
The Northern Lights, Iceland

Barkley Hickox
Life-changing Experience of 
2013: After 10 days in Brazil I 
was already planning a return 
trip. I am a bit addicted to 
exploring the massive country 
and everything it has to offer.  
Favorite Cities for Families: 
Rome, Paris, Venice
Best View: Sunset over José 
Ignacio from the suspended 
pool at Playa Vik.

St. Petersburg

Uruguay
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staff travels

Simone Girner
Most Memorable Foodie 
Moment of 2013: Ceviche 
and margaritas at rooftop bar 
Cesiak, in Sian Ka’an, an eco 
preserve near Tulum, which is 
framed by a gorgeous lagoon.
Best New Discovery: The 
Engadin Valley in Switzer-
land, a place straight out of a 
storybook.
Favorite Book/Destination 
Duo: Venice is a Fish / Venice

Melissa Biggs Bradley
Most Memorable Moments of 2013: A sunrise hot air 
balloon ride in Myanmar and downtime with my daughter 
in the Maldives.
Hotel I’m Most Likely to Return To: Mukul, Nicaragua
Favorite Destination for Relaxation: St. Barth’s

Nicole Martin
Favorite Long Weekend 
Spot: Glenmere Mansion, NY
Item I Never Travel Without: 
iPad
Favorite Destination for 
Adventure: Thailand

The Maldives

Switzerland’s Engadin Valley
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Cabell Belk
Most Memorable Foodie 
Moment of 2013: Tarragon 
gougéres and chocolate sables 
at Vergennes Laundry, VT
If I didn’t live in New York, I 
would live: In Buenos Aires
Favorite Holiday Tradition: 
Slopeside grilled cheese and 
red wine pairing at Alpino Vino 
in Telluride

Tara Tunney
Most Memorable Moment 
of 2013: Snorkeling in the 
Seychelles
Favorite Holiday Tradition: 
Drinking Swedish Gløgg
Favorite Book/Destination 
Duo: A Moveable Feast, Paris

Marley Gibbons
Favorite Book/Destination 
Duo: 100 Years of Solitude, 
Colombia
Favorite Cities for History 
Buffs: Rome and Jerusalem
Most Useful Travel App: 
Google Maps

Katie Stewart
Favorite Book/Destination 
Duo: Waiting for Snow in 
Havana, Cuba and Letters from 
Burma, Myanmar
Best View: Post Ranch Inn
If I didn’t live in New York,  
I would live: In Sydney

Cuba
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itinerary

10 Days in Tanzania
With its drop-dead scenery and incredible game viewing, East Africa is where the 
classic safari was born. Melissa Biggs Bradley charts the ultimate itinerary.

Tanzania combines 
drop-dead scenery with 
some of the best game 

viewing in the world. Twenty-
five percent of the country is 
nature preserve, and many of 
the top lodges and camps on 
the continent are here. For an 
unforgettable introduction to 
African wildlife and nature, 
there is no better destination. 
You might consider such add-
ons to this itinerary as Mahale, 
to see chimps, and a stay in the 
remote Selous, at Lake Victo-
ria or at Lake Tanganyika. 

Day 1: 
Fly into Kilimanjaro/Arusha 
airport. Most commercial 
flights arrive at night, so over-
night at one of our preferred 
coffee plantation/lodges in the 
foothills of Kilimanjaro.

Days 2 & 3: 
Take a bush flight to Lake 
Manyara and spend a night 
at a special tree-house lodge 
or one of our favorite small 
tented camps. You can take 
walking safaris, and if you 
come in the wet season, you 
will see thousands of flamin-
goes along with blue monkeys, 
leopards, lion and more. 

Days 4 & 5: 
Head to the Ngorongoro Cra-
ter, a UNESCO World Heri-
tage site where the caldera, or 

collapsed volcano, sits like a 
giant bowl in the Tanzanian 
highlands. One of the seven 
natural wonders of Africa, the 
crater, with its 2,000-foot-high 
walls and a 100-square-mile 
floo, is home to one of the 
world’s largest lion popula-
tions, as well as black rhinos. 
Stay at one of the lodges on the 
crater’s rim, and visit a nearby 
Masai community.

Days 6 & 7: 
Move to a tented mobile camp, 
where you sleep under canvas, 
and are located near the Great 
Migration. Every year two 
million grazing animals pass 
through the Serengeti in what 
is considered one of the Earth’s 
most amazing wildlife spec-
tacles. The sound of the hooves 
and trembling of the ground 
as they thunder past is most 
impressive. 

Days 8–10: 
For your safari finale head to 
the incredible private conces-
sion of Grumeti Reserves, 
the site of one of Africa’s 
great conservation successes. 
Thanks to the deep pockets 
and fierce commitment of ven-
ture philanthropist and con-
servationist Paul Tudor Jones, 
this 350,000-acre reserve has 
seen dramatic increases in its 
animal population. It has also 
seen the development of some 

of the continent’s most luxuri-
ous lodgings. As large as the 
Masai Mara but accommodat-
ing only 100 guests, compared 
with 6,000, Grumeti offers 
more privacy and luxury than 
any other spot in Africa. Your 
days can be spent on game 
drives or enjoying the facilities, 
which include tennis, horse-
back riding and a spa.

Days 10–13. 
Ponder your safari while gaz-
ing over the Indian Ocean, at 
a private island resort off the 
coast of either Zanzibar or Mo-
zambique. Imagine the most 
idyllic tropical sandbars ringed 
by turquoise sea and holding a 
few thatched beach huts with a 
warm, wonderful staff to cater 
to you. You can explore the col-
orful marine life on snorkeling 
and diving trips. 

Day 14:
Return to Dar es Salaam, 
booking a day room to rest up 
before your evening departure.

Book It
Indagare founder Melissa 
Biggs Bradley, who was 
named a top safari special-
ist by Departures magazine, 
personally consults on all safari 
trips for Indagare members. 
For help planning an itinerary, 
contact the Bookings Team: 
212-988-2611.
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Clockwise: Legendary Lodge; Singita Mara River lounge and 
pool; Ngorongoro Crater Lodge living room; Maasai people; 

Mnemba Island; Ngorongoro Crater Lodge exterior; Oyster Bay 
Hotel decoration and Singita Mara River Lodge
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Clockwise from top right: Kazan Cathedral; lanterns in front 
of Church on Spilled Blood; a display in the Hermitage; 

Stroganov Palace; Summer Garden; St. Petersburg’s city 
skyline; the grand staircase in the Hermitage      
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destination excerpt: St. Petersburg

St. Petersburg the Great
Declared “the most abstract and intentional city on earth” by Fyodor Dostoyevsky, 
St. Petersburg is a destination of intoxicating culture and tragic and triumphant 
history. Amelia Osborne reports. 

St. Petersburg’s history, featuring cen-
turies of opulence, romance, tragedy 
and intrigue, has left behind mysteries 

stacked like archaeological treasures. The Rus-
sian city’s soul is not fully relegated to its past.
Peter the Great built the city with two aims: 
to create distance between himself and brutal 
17th-century Moscow and to bring some Euro-
pean sophistication to a vast, isolated country. 
One can readily spot the influence of Amster-
dam and Venice in the layout and of Paris and 
Vienna in the architecture. Neoclassical façades 
painted the colors of faded Easter eggs, glisten-
ing canals and an emphasis on the arts all seem 
familiar. But the similarities end there. When 
passing glances turn into longer looks, Western 
visitors will notice that even beyond the Cyrillic 
alphabet, Russia is in a category all its own.

There is a roughness to the country and a 
sense that it plays by its own rules. Strength, 
in whatever form, is power and the mix of self-
sufficiency and naiveté has created what must 
be one of the world’s last major nonglobalized 
cities. Many of the institutions have a shab-
biness that is at once charming and depress-
ing. The Hermitage museum, for instance, is 
stunning in its innocence. Few paintings are 
protected from sunlight, temperature fluctua-
tions or even visitors’ fingerprints. The structure 
itself, though gilded and intricately carved, 
often feels tired and dusty, and lighting in many 
spaces is provided by bare bulbs. The priceless 
works of art are accessible to an extent rare 
anywhere else. During a private after-hours tour 
of the Hermitage (which Indagare can arrange 
for members), I found myself alone in a room 

with seventy-four Rembrandts. Dozens of 17th-
century Dutch faces, including the artist’s own, 
in multiple self-portraits, surrounded me as the 
words of my old college professors swirled in my 
head, only to be hushed by the hypnotic power 
of experiencing the art firsthand. To be left on 
my own with them was a privilege that I wish 
for anyone who loves art.

In Catherine Palace, guests are welcome to 
wander through the palace as though they were 
Romanovs. There are no plaques, signs or timed 
entries, and photography is encouraged. The 
small gift shop sells only a smattering of Rus-
sian nesting dolls. Although on a par with Ver-
sailles in importance and lavishness, the palace 
is exceptionally accessible, enabling the visitor 
to develop a deeply personal understanding.

As Russia returns to its standing as one of 
the world’s superpowers, wealth will pour in 
and sophistication will increase. So the kind of 
access I enjoyed has a definite expiration date. 
As with such destinations as Myanmar or Cuba, 
the time to visit Russia is now. The country 
seems to open a new chapter every decade. As it 
enters its next phase and seats once reserved for 
tsars and then Communist leaders are taken by 
oligarchs, the city will unquestionably reinvent 
itself again.

Read More...
This report offers an excerpt of Indagare’s  
St. Petersburg coverage. Many more recommen-
dations and reviews, including restaurants, shops 
and activities, can be found at Indagare.com.  
For help planning a trip, contact the Bookings 
Team: 212-988-2611.
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destination report: St. Petersburg

Where to Stay
The city’s most luxurious option is the Four Sea-
sons Lion Palace, located across from St. Isaac’s 
Cathedral. A fun, younger scene frequents 
the nearby W Hotel. The Rocco Forte proper-
ties, Hotel Astoria and next-door value option 
Angleterre, are more traditional in style and 
service. 

Four Seasons Lion Palace
You’d be forgiven for confusing the newest St. 
Petersburg luxury hotel with one of the city’s 
Imperial Russian palaces. The Four Seasons 
Lion Palace, located on St. Isaac’s Square, is 
housed in an extraordinarily beautiful early-
19th century building that has been painstak-
ingly renovated to its former glory.

In 1820, Prince Lobonov-Rostovsky, a close 
friend and aide-de-camp of Tsar Alexander I, 
commissioned August de Montferrand, who 
designed St. Isaac’s Cathedral across the square, 
to build the triangular-shaped palace. The 
building, which has also housed the Ministry 
of War and a design school, opened as the first 
Four Seasons in Russia in 2013 after eight years 
of renovation. Much of the structure has been 
restored to its 19th-century condition, and such 
original features as the grand façade, columned 
lobby and magnificent marble staircase were 
renovated to landmark specifications; craftsmen 
who previously worked on Catherine’s Palace 
regilded the lobby ceiling. But guests need not 
fear losing touch with the 21st century—the 
hotel has been fully retrofitted. Word has it that 
the IT department had to install an unprec-
edented number of modems so that wireless sig-
nals could penetrate the three-foot-thick walls.

Guest rooms have high ceilings, detailed 
moldings and, in a nod to the city’s facades, 
are decorated in pastel colors. Creating soft 
and comfortable spaces, luxurious textiles like 

cashmere, silk, velvet and linen abound, as do 
impressive modern-day amenities. Many rooms 
have terraces or balconies with spectacular 
views of St. Isaac’s Cathedral and Voznesensky 
Prospekt. As an added bonus, terrace floors are 
heated, so that snow build-up doesn’t impede 
guests from stepping outside for (brief!) breaths 
of cold, fresh air. The Lobanov Presidential 
Suite boasts a magnificent balcony under the 
columned façade, a large living and dining 
room, a kitchen and a spacious bedroom. The 
star, however, is the master bath, which is outfit-
ted with frescoes and a massive bathtub carved 
out of a single piece of marble.

The plentiful, refined and delicious din-
ing options include the Italian Percorso and 
pan-Asian Sintoho restaurants, the hand-
some walnut-paneled Xander Bar and the Tea 
Lounge, located in a romantic glass-domed 
winter garden courtyard. The magnificent four-
story spa includes a banya (Russian bath) and a 
fitness room with an eight-foot-tall chandelier.

A city of palaces and theaters, St. Petersburg 
is undoubtedly best explored from a palace of 
one’s own, and like all Four Seasons properties, 
the Lion Palace offers truly excellent service. 1 
Voznesensky Prospekt; 7 812 339 8000.

What to See & Do
History, architecture, art, food and natural 
beauty combine in St. Petersburg’s neatly de-
fined neighborhoods. The palaces and museums 
are best explored with a knowledgeable guide, 
which Indagare can arrange.

Church of Spilled Blood
The Church of the Resurrection of Christ, better 
known as the Church of Spilled Blood, is located 
by the Griboyedova Canal on the spot where 
Tsar Alexander II was assassinated in 1881. The 
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Clockwise from top right: Four Seasons Lion Palace 
exterior and guest room; the Hermitage; Lion Bridge

Russian Revival architecture and bright candy-
colored rooftops stand out. 2b Naberezhnaya 
Kanala Gribboyedova.

Peter and Paul Fortress
Located on Zayachiy Island on the northern side 
of the Neva River, the Peter and Paul Fortress 
was built in 1701 to defend the city from attacks. 
Today it is known for its gilded cathedral, the 
final resting place of many tsars, including 
Nicholas II and his family. The fortress’s other 
great attraction is Mikhail Chemiakin’s contro-
versial contemporary statue of Peter the Great, 
which depicts the tsar’s “alter-ego” with a comi-
cally small head and long sinister fingers, said to 
be good luck when rubbed. 3 Petropavlovskaya 
krepost.

St. Isaac›s Cathedral
The eighty-foot tall, pure-gold dome of St. 

Isaac’s Cathedral is a glinting landmark visible 
from most points in St. Petersburg. It stands 
on the site of a wooden church built by Peter 
the Great in 1710 in honor of the saint whose 
birthday he shared. The interior, which can 
accommodate up to 14,000 people, is filled with 
mosaics of semiprecious stones (which with-
stand Russia’s freezing temperatures better than 
oil paintings), malachite columns and frescoes, 
including Karl Briullov’s breathtaking “Virgin in 
Majesty,” which adorns the inside of the cupola.
Isaakevskaya Ploshchad

The Hermitage
The State Hermitage collection started with 225 
paintings that Catherine the Great bought in 
1764. Today it encompasses almost 3,000,000 
priceless works of art, 5 percent of which are 
on display in the more than 1,000 rooms. 
Highlights include the Italian Renaissance, 
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Rembrandt, French Impressionist and Modern 
works. An unforgettable experience, and one 
that Indagare can arrange is a private after-
hours tour of the museum. 34 Dvortsovaya 
Maberezhnaya.

Mariinsky Theatre
Still often referred to as the Kirov, its name 
during the Communist era, the legendary 
Mariinsky opera and ballet theater is a must-see 
for any visitor to St. Petersburg. It was on this 
enormous stage that Tchaikovsky debuted his 
ballets The Nutcracker and The Sleeping Beauty. 
In 2013 the Mariinsky II opened next door to 
mount more-contemporary performances. 1 
Teatralnaya Ploschad.

Catherine Palace
Catherine I’s daughter Elizabeth commissioned 
Italian architect Bartolomeo Rastrelli in the 
1750s to build this palace about twenty miles 
south of St. Petersburg in honor of her mother, 
but it was the favored summer home of Cath-
erine II, or Catherine the Great, who had the 
Scottish architect Charles Cameron redo many 
of the interiors in a neoclassical style. Don’t miss 
the mirrored and gilded Great Hall; the recre-

ated Amber Room; and the black-and-white 
photographs, displayed near the exit, depicting 
the damage done during World War II and sub-
sequent rebuilding. 7 Sadovaya Street, Pushkin.

Where to Eat
Some excellent international restaurants are 
opening in St. Petersburg. Spoiled oligarchs 
tend to dismiss their native borscht and Stroga-
noff, preferring Italian cuisine and sushi.

Tsar
The decor here features a clash of gold, deep red 
and cream furnishings, and the menu, based on 
19th- and 20th-century recipes favored by the 
royal family, boasts an extensive pickle section. 
12 Sadovaya; (7) 812-930-04-44.

Stroganoff Steakhouse
Stroganoff provides a break from St. Peters-
burg’s gold-leaf glamour, offering simple, hearty 
fare served in a dining room featuring exposed 
brick and black-and-white photographs. Kon-
nogvardeisky Blvd.; (7) 812-993-95-14.

Mansarda
Mansarda is one of St. Petersburg’s buzziest 
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and most impressive restaurants. Diners sit in 
a chic, airy space, hung with disco balls and 
affording incredible views of the city. Cuisine is 
modern, and the menu includes both Russian 
and international dishes. 3-5 Pochtamptskaya 
St.; 7 812 946 43 03.

Percorso
While architect Montferrand was building St. 
Isaac’s Cathedral, he used the corner room of 
the Lion Palace as his office. Today, this room is 
part of the refined Percorso restaurant, which 
specializes in upscale Italian fare. The major-
ity of ingredients are shipped regularly from 
Italy, ensuring authenticity. Four Seasons Lion 
Palace; 7 812 339 8000.

What to Read 
(or Re-read) 
Before You Go
Beyond Tolstoy (especially Anna 
Karenina) and Dostoyevsky (espe-
cially Crime and Punishment), here 
are Indagare’s other top picks for 
Russian literature and non-fiction. 

Catherine the Great: Portrait 
of a Woman, Robert K. Massie, 
2011 – Publisher’s Weekly called 
Massie’s latest “portrait” one of the 
top 10 books of 2011. 

Land of the Firebird, The 
Beauty of Old Russia, Suzanne 
Massie, 1995 – A delightful and 
accessible meditation on cultural 
life in pre-revolutionary Russia. 

Molotov’s Magic Lantern, Trav-
els in Russian History, Rachel 
Polonsky, 2011 – A British journal-
ist reflects on Russian history, us-
ing the forgotten library of Stalin’s 
former protégé as a platform. 

Natasha’s Dance, A Cultural 
History of Russia, Orlando Figes, 

2003 – Figes examines how the 
concept of “Russianness” has 
transcended rulers, regimes, and 
revolutions. 

The Ransom of Russian Art, 
John McPhee, 1994 – The story of 
an intrepid economist who single-
handedly smuggled some 8,000 
pieces of “unofficial” art out of the 
Soviet Union. 

The Romanovs: The Final 
Chapter, Robert Massie, 1995 – 
Massie details the circumstances 
of the Romanovs’ assassination 
and investigates the colorful ru-
mors concerning their remains. 

Speak, Memory, Vladimir Nabo-
kov, 1951 – Nabokov’s poignant 
memoir reconstructs his luminous 
childhood, the revolution in St. 
Petersburg, and the process of his 
existence crumbling.  

Sunlight at Midnight: St. Peters-
burg and the Rise of Modern 
Russia, W. Bruce Lincoln, 2002 
– This fascinating urban biography 
examines St. Petersburg’s com-
plicated legacy (cultural, political, 
architectural, historical).

Ten Days that Shook the World, 
John Reed, 1919 – Reed’s classic 
eyewitness account of the October 
Revolution was ranked #7 on 
NYU’s “Top 100 Works of Journal-
ism” list despite his open socialist 
sympathies. 

City of Thieves, David Benioff, 
2009 – A World War II page-turner, 
this coming-of-age-novel evolved 
out of stories passed down by the 
author’s grandfather, who survived 
the Nazis’ siege of Leningrad.

Darkness at Noon, Arthur Koes-
tler, 1941 – Set during the Great 
Purge of the 1930s, Koestler’s 
novel develops around the aging 
Rubashov, a faithful Bolshevik 
who has been arrested and falsely 
charged with treason against 
Stalin’s regime. 

The Master and Margarita, 
Mikhail Bulgakov, 1967 – Consid-
ered some of the best literature 
to come out of the Soviet Union, 
Bulgakov’s novel is part scathing 
political satire, part philosophical 
allegory, part slapstick comedy and 
part Faustian fantasy. ~Cabell Belk

Koryushka
An excellent choice for lunch before or after vis-
iting the Peter and Paul Fortress, this stylish res-
taurant is located on a spit of the Peter and Paul 
Fortress island and boasts dramatic views of 
St. Petersburg. The food is generally very good, 
consisting mainly of modern Russian dishes 
with some continental options also available. 
Peter & Paul Fortress Island; 7 812 917 90 10.

Mamaliga
This charming, casual eatery specializes in 
Georgian cuisine, including such dishes as 
vegetable and walnut paté and khachapuri, a 
flat bread topped with melted butter and a fried 
egg. 2 Kazanskaya St.; 7 812 640 33 73.
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spotlight: Ranch at Rock Creek

Patience is the key to paradise. In the 
case of the Rock Creek Ranch, a resort 
in southwestern Montana, that proverb 

rings particularly true. It took owner James 
Manley twenty-three years and some 200 prop-
erty visits all around the American West before 
he found a spot that fit his specifications—and 
then some. The stunning 6,600 acres that sur-
round the ranch are pure Big Sky Montana, with 
soaring mountain and sloping hillsides, fairy-
tale pine forests, seemingly endless meadows 
and, of course, a river that runs through it all 
and happens to be one of the premier sporting 
streams in the region. 

The accommodations are housed in different 
structures on either side of the river, from plush 
rooms in the main lodge to sumptuous suites in 
restored cabins throughout the property to nine 
stunning freestanding one- to five-bedroom 
homes with full kitchens situated a short walk 
from the lodge and saloon. For those who want 
to be right on the edge of the river, Rock Creek 
(which locals pronounce “crick”) offers canvas 
tents that give a whole new meaning to “glamp-
ing.” Part haute log cabin and part double-
canvas tent, they are equipped with screened-in 
porches, carpet-clad interiors, gas fireplaces and 
en-suite bathrooms. Each is also assigned a full 
private bathroom in the bathhouses behind the 
tents. 

If you’re lucky enough to be visiting at the 
same time as Jet Zarkadas, the ranch’s fascinat-
ing, diminutive designer from Arizona, point to 
any of the objects she handpicked in the rooms 
she crafted, and she’ll tell you the source and 
provenance of each object and why she put it 

where she did. “I wanted the interiors to tell the 
stories of this part of Montana,” she says, “The 
stories of the Native Americans, of the miners 
and of the wranglers and ranchers.” The palette 
is lush, consisting of deep reds and chocolates. 
Many of the spaces are clad in wood, some of it 
reclaimed from old Montana and Pennsylvania 
barns, with distinctive touches provided by 
decorative objects, antiques and a huge collec-
tion of regional historic photographs, sourced 
from dealers around the West.

Every decorative detail is top quality, and you 
can tell that no expense was spared. But the 
overall vibe is relaxed. It’s the kind of place that 
makes you feel instantly at home or, rather, in 
the home of a friend who is thrilled to have you 
as a guest. Don’t worry about tracking in mud 
from a fantastic hike or long trail ride. This is 
a working ranch, and ultimately it’s all about 
the stunning scenery and the hard-working 
cowboys, wranglers, fly-fishermen and moun-
taineers who all share a passion for Montana’s 
wide expanses. You’ll have great fun partaking 
in any activity (and there are many) under their 
guidance. 

In the warm months, on-property options 
include hiking the fifty miles of logging trails, 
mountain biking, horseback riding, shooting 
clays, paintball and archery. And, of course, 
fishing—this is one of the main reasons visitors 
come to this part of Montana, and the fishing 
on Rock Creek is considered some of the best 
in the area. On rainy days, the ranch provides 
an array of indoor activities in the Saloon. It 
includes a lounge and bar area, equipped with 
saddle stools, of course, as well as a theater 

Go West!
Indagare first visited the Ranch at Rock Creek when it opened in 2010. Since then, 
we have watched the Montana retreat transform itself into one of the American 
West’s most iconic ranches.
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spotlight: Ranch at Rock Creek

with a fourteen-foot movie screen, facilities for 
ping pong and foosball, billiard tables and a 
four-lane bowling alley. When the temperature 
drops, there’s an abundance of winter activities 
such as skiing, snowmobiling, snow-shoeing 
and horse-drawn sleigh rides. 

The property’s mission is to immerse you in 
the experience, encouraging you to get outside 
and try new activities, knowing that you can 
return to a cosseting base at the end of a fun-
filled, action-packed day. It also helps to know 
that you’ll be returning to the cuisine of chef 
Josh Drage, whose delicious dishes follow the 
farm-to-table trend, with produce, herbs and 
meats all sourced from the local community. 

At one point during your stay, you will surely 
wind up on the Top of the World trail, which 
ends on a high plain with stunning views. Your 
hand resting on the pommel of your saddle, 
your posture unconsciously echoing that of old-
time cowboys surveying the land, you can watch 
hundreds of elk thunder across the horizon. En 
route back to Manley’s Western dream come 
true, you will pass a wooden sign with the trail 
name: Paradise. That’s right.

GETTING THERE: 
The closest airport to the Ranch is Missoula, 
about a 1-hour-15 minute drive to the property. 
You can also fly into Bozeman, about a 2-hour-
30-minute drive away.

WHO SHOULD STAY: 
Couples, families and groups of friends who love 
the American West and exploring the outdoors 
and who enjoy a plush but authentic Western 
setting. The Ranch is also a fabulous place to 
take over as a larger group for a special occa-
sion, anniversary or party.

ROOMS TO GET: Couples looking for a ro-

mantic get-away should consider the Trapper 
Suite or Historic Loft. Larger families can take 
over one of the homes (up to five-bedrooms) for 
their private use. Since there is such a variety 
of accommodations that fit specific needs and 
interests, please contact the Indagare Bookings 
Team for more information. 

TIPS: 
If you’re traveling with kids, take the short drive 
to Philipsburg, a tiny town nearby that happens 
to have the nation’s second-largest candy story, 
the Sweet Palace (109 East Broadway St.; 406-
859-3353).
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destination report: Hawaii

The Unique  
Islands of Hawaii
Opting for Hawaii is the easy part. It’s 
choosing which island that requires more 
thought. Noelle Salmi investigates.

A trip to Hawaii is rarely a difficult propo-
sition. Who can resist its sparkling blue 
waters and white sand beaches, the scent 

of vibrant tropical flowers, the glorious sunsets? 
Choosing the island that’s right for you, howev-
er, trips up many a seasoned traveler. It depends 
on your idea of paradise, since each Hawaiian 
island has its own unique charms. For culture 
and nightlife to go along with those sweeping 
tropical vistas, Oahu is the place. If you want 
simply to lose yourself in luxury, look no further 
than the plush resorts of Maui.   Seeking ad-
venture? Head to Kauai, land of cliffs, canyons 
and waves. If it’s a taste of authentic Hawaii you 
seek, try the Big Island. And if you just want 
to get away from it all, escape to Lanai. Here’s 
what to know before planning your itinerary.

For Culture Mavens: Oahu
Oahu is for travelers who want some urban 
pleasures to go with their beach vacation. Once 
the private domain of Hawaiian royalty, today 
Oahu is home to 75% of Hawaii’s popula-
tion and is the top destination for innovative 
restaurants, music and culture. But a short drive 
away from the high rises of Honolulu you’ll also 
find emerald valleys, rushing waterfalls, pristine 
beaches and a slower pace of life… So you can 
get out there, soak up the natural beauty and 
still be back in time for dinner in town.

STAY
Halekulani (read Indagare’s review) is a pol-
ished retreat in the middle of Waikiki Beach. 
Its Orchid restaurant is the place to have 

http://indagare.com/destinations/88/departments/25#article_2868
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Sunday brunch, and its weekly lunch scene 
also impresses. Escape the Waikiki bustle in a 
high-level room with an ocean view, and enjoy 
the hotel’s renowned service. Kahala Hotel & 
Resort (read Indagare’s review) in an upscale 
neighborhood just beyond Waikiki, drew Hol-
lywood celebrities in the 1960s. Today, dolphins 
still frolic in the private lagoon and the Kahala 
continues to beckon with stunning views, hand-
some surroundings and a luxurious spa. 

EAT
Oahu’s dining scene is the most exciting you’ll 
find in the Hawaiian islands. Favorites include 
Nobu Waikiki, with a menu highlighting local 
ingredients prepared in chef Nobu Matsuhisa’s 
trademark creative style. Called Oahu’s best new 

restaurant of 2013 by Food & Wine, Salt Bar 
& Kitchen brings an American Southwestern 
sensibility to Hawaiian ingredients and flavors.
 
SEE & DO 
History buffs will appreciate two distinctive 
Oahu locales. Built in 1882, the Iolani Palace 
was America’s only royal residence. Hawaii’s 
monarchy was overthrown in 1893 and today 
the palace is a museum displaying King Kal-
akaua’s and Queen Liliuokalani’s thrones and 
royal jewelry. The Pearl Harbor Memorial re-
calls the Japanese attack on December 1941 that 
propelled the U.S. into World War II. The U.S.S. 
Arizona monument, a sunken ship entombing 
1,177 crewmen, is visible beneath forty feet of 
water. Reserve tickets at www.recreation.gov. 

For Seaside Sybarites: Maui
For the ultimate in pampering luxury, Maui’s 
top destinations deliver. Opulent resorts and 
hillside mansion grace manicured Wailea, and 
even on Maui’s untamed eastern shore, Travaasa 
spoils guests with rustic comforts. Year-round 
temperatures offer a delicious 75 to 85 degrees. 

STAY
The Four Seasons Resort Maui at Wailea 
(read Indagare’s review) is understatedly 
elegant, offering ocean views from the majority 
of its rooms. The main swimming pool ripples 
with the who’s who of those visiting Maui. With 
three excellent restaurants, a roster of activities 

Read More...
This report offers an excerpt of Indagare’s  
Hawaii coverage. Many more recommendations 
and reviews, including restaurants, shops and 
activities, can be found at Indagare.com. For help 
planning a trip, contact the Bookings Team:  
212-988-2611.

http://indagare.com/destinations/88/departments/30#article_2869
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and impeccable service, guests need never battle 
the traffic to go anywhere else. Located on a 
22,000-acre resort on Maui’s northwest shore, 
the Ritz-Carlton Kapalua (read Indagare’s 
review) wows guests with lavish grounds and 
breathtaking scenery. It boasts a three-level 
pool; private villas; six restaurants and a sizable 
spa. Travaasa (read Indagare’s review), a hide-
away on Maui’s less-traveled eastern coast has 
simple, plush accommodations that evoke old 
Hawaii. Kids are permitted in the junior suites, 
but Travaasa is geared to adults. 

EAT
Unsurprisingly, some of Maui’s best meals can 
be had at its high-end resorts. The Four Seasons 
has Spago, while the Grand Wailea Resort is 
home to Alan Wong’s Amasia, opened by the 
James Beard winner in 2012. KO at the Fair-
mont Kea Lani also opened in 2012, catching 
everyone’s attention with recipes drawn from 
Maui’s sugar cane plantation era, and the many 
ethnic groups that lived on the island.

SEE/DO
For luxury on Maui, you needn’t venture beyond 
your exquisite resort. Or you can pop over to 
the Grand Wailea Resort, where Spa Grande 
offers more than 100 treatments. And don’t 
miss watching the sunset from the summit of 
Haleakala Crater Road in Haleakala National 
Park. Whether you arrive by car or hike in, 
bring your own food and water, as you’ll find 
no supplies along the way. While this may not 
qualify as pampering luxury, the panoramas at 
the 10,000-foot summit are a divine indulgence.

For Active Types: Kauai
Intrepid travelers fly to Kauai, whether to trek 
along the otherworldly Napali Coast or to share 
waves with the famous surfers who call Kauai 

home. The northern coast attracts adventurous 
families and couples with its bohemian vibe. 
Kauai is the wettest Hawaiian isle; Mount Waia-
leale, in its center, is the rainiest spot on earth, 
averaging 432 inches of annual rain. Kauai’s 
unpredictable weather may be why it’s the least 
developed of the major islands, and why travel-
ers seeking a more languid seaside holiday go 
elsewhere or stick to its sunnier southern shore.

STAY
St. Regis Kauai Princeville (read Indagare’s 
review) is the north shore’s only luxury resort, 
neighboring a wildlife refuge, equestrian paths, 
hiking trails and protected lagoons. With a 
palm-fringed infinity pool overlooking majestic 

http://indagare.com/destinations/106/departments/25#article_4014
http://indagare.com/destinations/106/departments/25#article_4014
http://indagare.com/destinations/106/departments/30#article_4013
http://indagare.com/destinations/99/departments/25#article_3541
http://indagare.com/destinations/99/departments/25#article_3541
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Hanalei Bay, the 251-room hotel has a serene 
spa, Jean-Georges Vongerichten restaurant, and 
championship golf course. In keeping with the 
free spirited vibe, many north coast visitors opt 
to stay in rented houses. Indagare’s Bookings 
Team can direct members to the most luxurious 
homes and villas in the area. 

EAT
Kauai’s adventurous spirit has begun to extend 
to its culinary offerings, with outdoor commu-
nal seating now one of the hottest reservations 
in town. At Kauai ONO 560. Chef Justin Smith 
prepares farm-to-table cuisine in a state-of-the-
art food truck and serves it under a white tent 
on a grassy field. Smith, who trained at Michelin 

starred restaurants, also provides private dining 
services. A decade after its opening, Bar Acuda 
(www.restaurantbaracuda.com), a small-plates 
eatery, is still the Hanalei’s hot spot. The wine 
list is one of the most comprehensive on Kauai. 
Foodies shouldn’t miss it.

SEE & DO
Even the boldest voyager will gaze slack-jawed 
at the stunning Hawaiian scenery from on high 
with Blue Hawaii Helicopters. With more 
than 90 percent of the island inaccessible by 
vehicle, Kauai is ideal for hiking. An excellent 
place to start is Napali Coast State Park on the 
northwestern shore, which is simply the most 
beautiful stretch of wilderness in all of Hawaii. 
Surfing is another top Kauai activity. Multiple 
surf schools abound, including Kauai North 
Shore Surfing School in Hanalei. Na Pali 
Kayak has superb guides ready to lead fit visi-
tors on a kayak trip along the 22-mile coastline 
of Napali. It also offers rafting and sailing 
excursions.

For Traditionalists: Big Island
For a taste of real Hawaii, take a bite of the Big 
Island. The cattle ranches of Wameia, the wild 
landscape of the Waipio Valley, and the small 
Victorian houses of drizzly Hilo are as they were 
a half-century ago. The largest of the Hawaiian 
islands is still growing, thanks to a continually 
erupting volcano – evoking the geological his-
tory of every Hawaiian island. The Big Island 
also boasts eleven climatic zones, from rain 
forests to black sand deserts.

STAY
Four Seasons Resort Hualalai (read In-
dagare’s review), the Big Island’s ultimate 
luxury resort, has a devoted following of return 
guests. The plush rooms are clustered in two-

http://www.restaurantbaracuda.com/
http://indagare.com/destinations/91/departments/38#article_9576
http://indagare.com/destinations/91/departments/38#article_9576
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story buildings that blend into the landscaped 
grounds. Three large pools – a grown-up 
extravaganza with sweeping Pacific views, a 
free form kid’s pool, and a lap pool – complete 
a layout designed to please both honeymooners 
and families.

For those who do want to explore farther 
afield, the low-key Hawaiian Island Retreat at 
Ahu Pohaku Ho’omaluhia (www.hawaiiisland-
retreat.com) is a 9-room and 5-yurt eco-friendly 
resort with views of the rocky cliffs up north, 
an infinity pool and spa. The Falls at Reed’s 
Island is a private three-bedroom residence set 
on two and a quarter acres of rugged lava cliffs 
and rain forest, just outside of Hilo.

EAT 
The Big Island’s cuisine draws on the island’s 
many ranches, sustainable farms and bountiful 
Pacific Ocean. Merriman’s Waimea is a locals’ 

favorite and the toughest reservation to snag. 
On your way to Volcanoes National Park, take a 
detour to visit Hilo Homemade Ice Cream for 
impossibly rich macadamia nut ice cream. Or 
try poke, a Hawaiian version of ceviche, at Da 
Poke Shack. There’s nothing fancy about this 
storefront but foodies can’t stop raving about it.

SEE & DO
The most visited attraction in all of Hawaii, the 
active volcano Kilauea, is the centerpiece of the 
359-square-mile Hawai’i Volcanoes National 
Park. The current eruption began in 1983, offer-
ing a firsthand look at the devastation of entire 
towns and even historical landmarks. Stop by 
the Kiluea Visitor Center for up-to-the-minute 
lava-flow information. Mauna Kea Visitor 
Information Station & Summit – The gently 
sloping Mauna Kea volcano rises 33,100 feet 
from the ocean floor, reaching a greater height 
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from its base than Mount Everest. A four-wheel 
drive vehicle can get you to the 13,803 foot 
summit, a better one is the 9,200-foot-high 
Visitor Information Station, which offers a 
nightly stargazing program. For two decades the 
Hilo Farmers Market has gathered locals and 
visitors alike on Wednesdays and Saturdays who 
load up on fresh tropical fruits and admire local 
crafts from over 200 vendors. 

For Serenity Seekers: Lanai
Those who just want to get as far from busy city 
life as possible will cherish privately-owned La-
nai, the last major Hawaiian island to be discov-
ered by tourists. Previously owned by the Dole 
Food Company, in June 2012 Oracle CEO Larry 
Ellison bought Lanai for a rumored half billion 
dollars. Beyond its two Four Seasons resorts and 
tiny Lanai City, Lanai is pristine and prefect for 
relaxing (don’t come searching for nightlife).

STAY
Perched on a rugged, red-lava coast above the 
island’s prettiest beach, the Four Seasons 
Manele Bay (Read Indagare’s review) has 236 
cheery guest rooms, all with spacious terraces. 
Rooms are spread throughout several villas con-
nected by lush tropical garden courtyards full 
of birdsong, banana trees and jungle flowers. 
A short walk takes you down to Hulopoe Bay, 
a heavenly white-sand beach where spinner 
dolphins swim. 
Only a twenty-minute drive away, the cool 
hills of the fertile country around the Lodge at 
Koele (Read Indagare’s review), meanwhile, feel 
more like the Pacific Northwest than the South 
Pacific. Like an upcountry ranch, the Lodge has 
wide porches with wicker chairs from which to 
savor the view of giant pines, horse pastures and 
croquet lawns. 

EAT
There’s little reason to leave the resorts for 
dinner. At Manele Bay, you find Chef Nobu Mat-
suhisa’s renowned creations at Nobu Lanai, and 
French inspired creations at The Terrace at the 
Lodge. Beyond that, the Lanai City Grille, cre-
ated by the founder of Maui’s Hali’maile General 
Store, offers comforting dishes like rotisserie 
chicken, fall-off-the-bone barbecued ribs, and a 
fresh fish of the day. 

SEE & DO
Lanai is best discovered on foot, on horseback 
or by bike or jeep. Visit the Garden of the Gods, 
a barren expanse of red earth with strange, 
sculptural lava formations, or seek out the 
ancient petroglyphs drawn by the early Polyne-
sian settlers. Other options include golf on two 
championship courses, hiking, horseback riding, 
clay shooting and surfing. Or you can just relax 
and enjoy being away from it all.

A room and patio at Halekulani on Oahu

http://indagare.com/destinations/201/departments/36
http://indagare.com/destinations/201/departments/174
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photo essay

Capturing Hong Kong
Journalist Jethro Mullen started posting photos of his city on Instagram in 2011. 
Some 1300 posts and 724,000 followers later, a hobby has become a calling.

The iPhone has made many an amateur 
photographer feel like Ansel Adams, 
yet most of the time, seeing the quickly 

dashed-off shots posted online makes one 
appreciate a professional’s skill even more. In 
the case of Jethro Mullen (@jethromullen), a 
British-born journalist living in Hong Kong, 
however, Instagram inspired a talent. His im-
ages, from urban panoramas to intimate obser-
vations, expose corners of the Asian super city 
normally hidden from visitors. Mullen, who has 
sold his work on Gilt.com, spoke to Indagare 
about life in Hong Kong and the pressures of 
keeping 700,00-plus fan-followers entertained. 

What	about	Hong	Kong	inspires	you	as	a	
photographer?
Hong Kong is a rich setting in which to take 
photos, blending dramatic scenery and archi-
tecture with abundant street life. The photos I 
most enjoy taking are ones that capture people 
moving through this extraordinary environ-
ment. The ability to easily get away from, or at 
least above, the city’s intensity on hiking trails 
that snake through the territory’s large, rugged 
green spaces provides a welcome counterpoint.
 
Has	Hong	Kong	changed	since	you	arrived?
Hong Kong is changing all the time. Buildings 
are being torn down and thrown up all around 
you. The city is in a state of constant transfor-
mation that can feel dynamic and create inter-
esting photo opportunities, like the lattices of 
bamboo scaffolding used by workers. But it can 
also be noisy and disruptive, undermining peo-
ple’s sense of continuity and history. Through 
land reclamation, the jaws of Hong Kong Island 
and Tsim Sha Tsui are gradually closing on Vic-
toria Harbour. The city’s ridiculous rent prices 
mean that shops and restaurants seem to come 

and go almost overnight, and the complexion of 
neighborhoods shifts quickly. 
 
What	are	some	of	your	insider	secrets?
The hike up to Lion Rock, while not for the faint 
of heart, gives sweeping views of Kowloon’s ur-
ban expanse. In terms of restaurants, Yardbird 
is a great dining experience. For something with 
a more local flavor, the dai pai dongs (outdoor 
food stalls) along Temple Street offer great food 
and people watching at night.

How	has	your	Instagram	following	changed	
the	way	you	think	about	photography?
I think the overall experience of Instagram, 
regardless of the number of followers, has 
changed my relationship with photography. 
Before I used the app, I wouldn’t go out of my 
way to look for possible photos. Now, I can 
happily spend an afternoon wandering around a 
neighborhood of Hong Kong, seeing what shots 
I come across. It’s a privilege to have such an 
audience. The generous feedback and encour-
agement give me a lot of extra motivation to 
seek out engaging pictures, as do the wonderful 
images posted by other users on a daily basis. 
I think the challenge is to keep finding photos 
that are interesting for both the person taking 
them and the people viewing them.
 
What	are	some	of	the	most	obscure	places	in	
Hong	Kong	that	you’ve	explored	for	finding	
new	subjects?
When I found myself almost cornered by snarl-
ing dogs in a deserted warehouse area of Kow-
loon Bay, I did wonder if I’d perhaps strayed a 
little too far in search of a photo.

To find out some of Jethro’s tips on taking Instagram pho-
tos when you travel, visit travel.cnn.com. To purchase 
Jethro’s work, contact Indagare: 212-988-2611.

http://travel.cnn.com/
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indagare journeys

Insider Trips 2014
Introducing Indagare’s travel programs for this year, including an art tour to Brazil, a 
family adventure to Peru and amazing itineraries in China, Turkey and Morocco.

An Indagare Insider Trip is a well 
mapped-out journey that has been 
scouted, vetted and planned by an 

Indagare editor, most often by founder Melissa 
Biggs Bradley. A small number of members can 
sign up to go on these tours whose itineraries 
include a blend of the best of a destination with 
behind-the-scenes touring.

Every itinerary includes such fun additions 
as private trunk shows, chef ’s table dining, 
curator-led tours and other unique experiences 
not available to the regular traveler. During the 
course of the trips, members will meet with 
stylish locals and be shown their destination in 
the company of plugged-in guides. Here are the 
journeys of 2014.
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Nicaragua February 2-7 
A five-day spa and hiking retreat based at the gorgeous and intimate Mukul resort, where four miles 
of pristine Pacific beaches and 1,600 acres of lush rainforest come together. The trip includes daily 
yoga and hikes as well as healing treatments in the spectacular spa. From $5,408. SOLD OUT 

Cuba  February 15-18, March 19-23, November 5-9
Spend a long weekend in another era. Our insider access delivers Havana’s cultural jewels, visits to 
artists’ studios, Hemingway’s home and haunts, long strolls through Old Havana with expert guides 
and intimate dinners with intriguing locals. From $5,500.
 
Brazil  April 3-9
Six nights of Brazilian art and culture, beginning in São Paolo for the opening night of SP Arte  
(the premier contemporary art fair in South America). The itinerary includes visits to private  
collections, a day exploring the incredible art collection/garden of Inhotim, and ending with 
 time in buzzing Rio de Janeiro. From $8,350.

Morocco April 22-27
Marrakech’s intoxicating appeal comes from the fact that it is both a theater of life a thousand years  
old and an apex of modern style. Experience five nights in Morocco, exploring the magical  
medina of Marrakech, shopping the souk, and hiking to Berber villages nestled in the  
High Atlas Mountains. From $7,900.

Peru June 21-28
A family adventure encompassing the classic Peruvian experience—exploring the Urubamba  
Valley and Cusco on horseback, bicycle, and on foot, with lunches at a private hacienda and hilltop 
picnics, finishing with the highlight: Machu Picchu. Ages 10 and up. Pricing tba. 

Iceland August
A bucket-list destination for the intrepid traveler, our quick five-day trip to Iceland is  
designed for the nature-loving explorer. We start in Reykjavik, then continue on to the Icelandic  
countryside for hiking, diving, caving, snowmobiling, glacier-walking and the iconic  
Blue Lagoon. Pricing tba.

China September
We will spend seven nights starting at the Aman Summer Palace outside of Beijing, continuing into 
the city center and ending in Shanghai. The experience encompasses history, art, and modern-day 
China with insider access. Pricing tba.
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Turkey September 22-26
Four nights in the magical city of Istanbul, where east, west, 
past and present converge. From the ancient Blue Mosque and 
Topkapi Palace, the must-see sights of Istanbul are elegantly 
combined with visits to local artists and (of course) special 
shopping experiences. Pricing tba.

Bhutan September 21-27
Over the course of seven nights, venture into the remote 
valleys of this Himalayan Kingdom to discover what makes 
Bhutan one of the happiest places on earth. Led by a Buddhist 
guide, the trip will include long walks through fields of rice 
paddies, visits to hilltop monasteries and 17th-century dzongs. 
Pricing tba.

Myanmar October 1-10
Myanmar has the allure of the forbidden after decades of 
closure to foreign influence. Our itinerary begins in Yangon, 
followed by four nights aboard the Road to Mandalay boat 
moving up the Irrawaddy River to the temple-strewn fields of 
Bagan and Mandalay, finishing with the picturesque waters of 
Inle Lake. From $9,200.

Sedona, January 11-15, 2015
For the third year, founder Melissa Biggs Bradley will return 
to Mii Amo, the nurturing spa nestled in the red rocks of 
Sedona for a four-day program where super personalized 
schedules will be enhanced with special hikes and keynote 
speakers. From $3,085.

HOW TO BOOK
Most trips book up as soon as they are 
announced to the Indagare community. 
For more details, itineraries and pricing, 
contact Indagare at 212-988-2611 or email 
insidertrips@indagare.com. Note: All itineraries 
can be customized for a private group as well.
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Souk News
The Indagare Travel Souk is pleased to announce a new partnership with online 
retailer Shop Latitude (www.shoplatitude.com/shop-designer/indagare).

The partnership between the Indagare Travel Souk and Shop Latitude is a natural extension of the 
Souk philosophy and sensibility. Both Shop Latitude and the Souk share an admiration for things 
of beauty from around the world. Great finds, now available through Shop Latitude’s online store, 
range from hand-painted totes and jewelry to leather clutches, suede coats and objects for the home 
like horn cups and hand stitched cotton quilts. As we look into 2014 we will continue to expand our 
offerings on Shop Latitude and are excited to plan future events with them. Visit Shop Latitude’s 
online shop (www.shoplatitude.com/shop-designer/indagare) and email Indagare to find out the 
schedule for 2014’s live Indagare Travel Souks.

shop
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Melissa’s Finds:

Red beaded Tribal Necklace, Morocco

Jaisalmer Arts: Winged Pave Diamond  

Earrings, India

Melissa’s Finds: 

Cotton Peshtamal 

Robe, Turkey

Nicolle Aimee: Silve Python Zip Clutch, Mexico

http://travel.cnn.com/
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“We travel, we write, and we plan 
memorable journeys for our members.” 
~Indagare Travel Team

To purchase back issues of the Indagare Magazine ($10 apiece), send an email to 
info@indagare.com or call 212-988-2611.
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